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The Embryo-Sac in Acer rubrum.
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Flowers of Acer rubrum in earlier stages of development

may be obtained in winter and early spring, by removing the

scales and fine silken hairs that enclose them in the bud.

From buds taken in the latter part of March (the same condi

tion may be found earlier), the ovules in the young female

flower were in the stage of development represented in fig!

In the apex of the nucellus will be found a cell much

larger than the other cells, and with more densely stained

contents. This is the mother-cell of the embryo-sac. At

the time work was begun upon this subject I was unable to

find flowers with younger ovules. The mother-cell, in all

probability, arises from a single hypodermal cell, but as

growth proceeds it soon becomes more deeply situated in the

nucellus by the multiplication of the epidermal cells by tan-

gential or periclinal divisions (fig. 2). A transverse section c

the nucellus in this stage of development is shown in fi 3-

the larger central cell with large nucleus being the motlie '*

cell of the embryo-sac. This cell which has now elongated

considerably divides by a wall at right angles to its long

axis (fig. 4). The upper cell divides again in a similar man-

ner, so that there are three cells resulting from the moth

cel1 (ng- 5)- The lower one of these three now enlarge

gradually absorbing the two upper; its large nucleus soon d

vides, and the resulting nuclei move away from each ot «

toward opposite ends of the cell (fig. 5)- The further
. i"

ior of these nuclei is similar to that which obtains in^»

known embryo-sacs of angiosperms. The embry< ^^Y^
ually increases in size at the expense of the ti sue

nucellus immediatelv surrounding it.
, ^

The mature embryo-sac is broad at the mlcr °P- v

^ jch is

but narrows gradually toward the antipodal end, w

occupied by the small antipodal cells (fig. 8). Here,
^ ^

almost all plants, one sees a considerable vana
j^ e t0 the

position of the endosperm nucleus. It may be c °

vecn the

egg-apparatus (fig. 9), or more nearly mldw^ h^
ends, but always imbedded in the layer of prowy ^.
ing the interior of the sac, the central cavity ot tne ^
occupied by one or more large vacuoles. Her

^ ^ ^

the antipodal cells remain very small and their p ^ x

be demonstrated only with considerable difficulty^ ^ r $
soon absorbed after the embryo-sac is mat ure,

.

j

.

zat io „ be

the time increasing rapidly in size, especially it ie

effected.
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One case was observed in which the three antipodal cells
close together without cell-walls (fig. 10). In fig. 11, two

Kked cells may be seen with large vacuoles. These ap-
peared to be undergoing disorganization.

The process of development in the embryo-sac of Acer
rubrum is similar to that which takes place in few families of
both monocotyledons and dicotyledons. 1

It may be of interest to note that the pollen spores formed
the anthers of female flowers (fig. 12), though never becom-

ing functional, develop normally. They are, as far as obser-™goes, almost precisely like those of the functional male
°»ers(fig. 13) with the twQ nuclei present which stain sim .

«y to those of the functional spores. They are, however,
«er, one of the nuclei having a less definite membrane and
protoplasm consisting of a coarser reticulum, while the
opiasrn of the functional pollen spores is of a more finely

•^ated structure (fig. 13).
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